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Dr. P~ul B. Sears, professor
emeritus of Yale University's
highly regarded conservation program, will deliver three public
lectures:
munism is that the people of Asia
(Continued from page 1).
He i1:1 ~ing brought to the camnot need nor want Commudo
pus by the departments of antbro"The Japanese want to make
nism.
believe that they have
pology and biology. He will speak Asia peaceful through Asians," had it We
forced
upon them by foreMonday night at 8 in the Anthro- said Mrs. Schmidt.
ign agents, "The truth is that
pology Building lecture hall on the
"Japanese see the war as being they have sought out and brought
role of grasslands and de11ert in a civil struggle,'' Mrs. Schmidt it to Asia."
history. The following day at 4 said. She said that the Japanese
peasants are not interested
p.m., he will discuss ecological feel they cannot do much, for the in The
dialectical materialism, nor the
principles in resource-use plan- u.s. is seeing the situation in merits of freedom and democracy.
ning and, on Wednesday night at such rigid conflicts.
They want a break from taxes and
"All the material the U.S. gets from being tm the bottom. The
8 o'clock, his lecture will be on
"Man, Machine and the Ecosys- on Latin America's opinions . form of folk Communism gives
tern.''
comes out of the Associated Press them this hope. Agents tell them
Dr. Sears has visited the South- of United Press International,'' that Communism will bring about
west many times to study its Davies said. He said that this does the revolution to end all revoludeserts and grasslands. He for- not necessarily represent Latin tf<?ns and they believe it.
merly taught at the University American opinion.
Big U.S. Mistake
of Oklahoma and later at Oberlin
Air of Concern
The u.s. is making a big mis·
College before going to Yale.
"There is an air of concern and
take by giving monetary aid to
•
caution and a fear as to where the poor countries. Instead of helping
The building housing the School U.S. is going,'' Davies said.
of Law has been named Bratton
"The Latin American govern- it actually is fuel for revolution.
"You can put free money into an
Hall, honoring the late Federal mentl;; are afraid they will get less industrial
and it will
Judge Sam G.· Bratton. Judge supplies from the U.S. as the Viet thrive, but economy
the
same
money in a
Bratton was president of the Nam War gets larger," said
few rich
agricultural
society
will
UNM Regents from 1939 to 1951. Davies.
·
and many peasants will cause
He was one of the prime movers
in the establishment of the School
He said that they fear being chaos," said Benda.
·
"left out in the cold.''
f L
o aw m 1947.
D ·
'd th t · L ti A
a. m a n merThe UNM'Law Alumni Associa- . avtes ~a1
tion has placed a plaque in the .."tea there 1s a feelmg of hopelessjudge's memory in the building. ) i ~e~s as· to w~at the:V ca~ do.
The Student Bar Association has ,; I i The U.S. 1s not hstenmg to the
Q.-How may I get information
sponsored a Bratton Hall sign out- ·. J Qpinions of Latin America or, perabout
my GI insurance
l ~aps, to those of other countries,'' back ingetting
side the building.
force?
I
am a veteran of
e
said Davies.
World
War
II
and
served in the
UNM Graduate Dean George P.
NaVY.
I
let
my
insurance
drop
Suringer has announced the award
upon
my
discharge
in
1946.
.of 137 fellowships and traineeA.-To be eligible for the new
ships, 'vith a total value of
GI insurance being sold by the
$300,000 to applicants for finanVeterans Administration until
cial aid.
May 2, 1966, a veteran must have
Of these, 96 are being offered
(Continued from page 1)
to beginning graduate ·students Anti-Poverty Program In Danger been eligible to have purchased
National Service Life Insurance,
and 42 go to students already enWASHINGTON - Congress- have
service-connected disabilrolled in the Graduate School.
man Adam Clayton Powell has ity or ahave
a nonservice-connected
Recipients of the awards are called for the abolishment of the
disability
so
severe that he canselected by a faculty fellowship anti-poverty program if mayors
not
purchase
private insurance.
committee upon nomination by de- are given veto powers over local
contact
the nearest
You
should
partment chairmen and, in some anti-poverty programs. Powell
VA
office.
cases, deans of professional col- threatened to "wash the war on
leges. Scholastic excellence and poverty right down the drain and
need are both taken into account, forget it" if the mayors are given
Dean Springer said.
such veto power.
SIMON'S TEXACO SER.VICE
PoweU declared that the main • 2100 C.ntr•l E., Altiuquerqu•. New Mexico
Phone 242·00J6
, idea of the anti-poverty program
Your
T
..aco Star Dealer
is to give the poor people a chance
to fight city hall. The Negro Congressman added that the mayor's
veto would ruin that chance.

Aired Saturday
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Vol. 69

6.50
ENTIRE
OUTFIT
$10

Sally's steady •••
Drank his Colt 45
'
&om her slipper.
Then one day, by gosltt
He tried her galoslt
And eaugltt ltis mustosh •
in fhe zipper.

AS LOW AS

•

Enjoy true Stereo music right in your car with a
Muntz Sterea-Pak! Over 3,000 prerecorded tape
albums to choose from. One hour installation.
Phone 265-4521 for appointment.
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STEREO CITY
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WLIQIJ.,...
A completely

1111ique experience!
~ SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION

. ,T~~ ~~fiONA~ Q~eylm~ po., SALT., MD.

tiona Building. Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.
FORSAL'E
1900 VOLKSWAGEN udan, zadio & Heater, extra sbar)l throughout, m<!CbanlcaUy
oound. Prfeed under average retail. Calf
Scotten; office 242-8051 o~ home AL 581174. 3/li8, 311, 4/4, li.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER oales & repair. S!leelal
" rates to UNM studentl!l on all machin.,.,
Free! pickup & delivery, E · .SO E Typewriter Service. 2217 Coal SE, phone
243-0588.
PERSONALIZED and creative alterations
and restyling. Sewing and mending, Ml'll.
Hover, 20.7 Stanford SE (ciOtle t1> Uni·
vel'llity), phone 242-7533.
l'ERSONAl.S
FLYING studento< cheek our mew .,.,;;
rates. Aak abl>ut the S5.00 introductory
oft'er, Manx additional. features at no
extra coot. Call Southw..tern Skywa:vo.
GREETING cards for every Ollc&Aion. Con.
tem)lorary, Easter, Also Quality Wed•
dillg Invitations. Gresham'• HoW'e of
Hallmark, 3501 Lomas NE.
LOST & FOUND
LOST-a. brown wallet on MaTch 111 ot
17. It bae VlfrY important papers and
J.D.'s for Bill Wiley. SG reward. Return to
; ~ oflleot ~~~ 00nJ1te HaD. 3/25, 28, 30, 31.

PETROLEUM CORPORATION

PIODUCIRG C<ll-

PANIIS IN HOR'm AMIRICA. - AN APFILIAl'B OF
STAHJWU) OIL C(JGtAifY (IHDIAHl)

Denver. The Lobos took both games, 10·6 and
7-1. (LOBO photo by Kendall.)

murals program's
allocation
was
postponed
until tonight's
regular
Council meeting to allow time for

be the last item considered. It in-

elude~ such programs as the NSA

Tutot•Jal program, speaker's program, administrative expenditures
for student govel·nment, and several others.
Seven of Council's 17 recommendations were. the same as
--~-~

Made in Joint Communique

LBJ

11 Ask· Co· ngress
To lncrea·se A·.d to lnd .• a
w · •.

By United Press International
tral European Command should
WASHINGTON President be move dout of France.
"I just can't see giving them J ohll.SQn will ask· Congress toQuaison Sackey Released
any money at all until we can morrow to approve increased U.S.
From Custody
establish some kind of control aid to India tO help that country
GHANA-Alex Quaison Sackey,
over how the money gets spent," overcome its .critical food needs.
The announcement was made in former president of the UN Gensaid Councilman Cadton Cole.
Councilman Jim McAdams a joint communique yesterday by eral Assembly and ex-foreign
pointed out that there are some the President and Mrs. Indira. minister of Ghana, has been reareas in the intmmurals budget Gandhi, India's Prime l\liniste1·. leased from protective custody by
that take the allocated money and The communique and Mrs. John- the new Ghanian government.
have no more connection with son promised that the U.S. will Quaison Sackey has been under
Council. "I don't see why students continue to "participate generous- protective custody ever since his
should be paying for such things ly" in tim international effort to return from Peking, where he was
With ousted President Nkrumah
as the student-faculty recreation help India avei"t famine.
when the government was toppled.
program unless they have some ·
VietNam War Has Lowered
say about recreation hours," McArmy's Status
Selling Tobacco Uemains
Adams said, "and right now we're
WASHINGTON
- The Pentaa Mystery
at the mercy of the PE departgon bas admitted that the deRHODESIA - The Rhodesian ·
ment as far as hours go.''
mands of the Viet Nam War have tobacco auctions opened today, but
Council Will Be Last Item
lowered
the status of Army com- whether any tobacco was sold reThe Student Council budget wi11 bat divisions
in the U.S. below mains a mystery. HeaVY secrecy
Blue Key Smoker
full combat readiness.
was imposed in an attempt to beat
.Blue Key, senior men's honorA spokesman disclosed that British-imposed economic sanc- ary, will hold a smoker from 2
four divisions are being used to tions against the breakaway to 4 p.m., Sunday, April 3 :in the
train new recruits and so they African nation. The fate of the Esther Thompson lounge of the
are not up to combat standards. Government of Premier Ian Union. Applications for memberThe four divisions, two armored Smith could depend on the suc- ship will be made available at the
and two infantry, are the only cess or faiuure of the auctions. time. All juniol's with a 2.75
units in the Army's strategic Tobacco is Rhodesia's prime ex- grade average are invited to
Army Reserve Force in the U.S. port.
attend.
Lobo gymnasts Mike Sandry which have not sent units to Viet
and Blaise Blasko will be unable Nam or elsewhere.
to attend the National IntercolThe defense spokesman refused
legiate Gymnastic Competition be- to t·eveal whether there are any
cause of. lack of funds.
immediate combat-ready divisions
the continental U.S.
in
A source close to the athletic
department said that Pete Me·
House Passes $2.5 Billion
David, athletic director inferred
Catch-AU Bill
that there were not enough funds
UNM's National College Queen fashions. The judges are a disCAPITOL HILL - The House
to send them to the meets at Penn has passed and sent to the Senate Contest has received its first tinguished group of experts; for
State.
a catch-all supplemental money entrant, Chapparel, Deana Lo- example, editors, publishers and
Costs for the round trip would bill for $2.5 billion. Included in rentzen.
tJnited Nations diplomats.
·
be $198.44 per person, but could the measure are funds for rent
Each college student who enThe LOBO is searching for this
be cut in half with student's rates. subsidies and training teachers campus' most outstanding college ters this contest receives a quesThe room and board would for schools in povet·ty areas. Re- girl. This not not a bathing beauty timmaire. She is asked to describe
amount to 12 me11ls and about $5 publicans tried to defeat these contest, nor is it a talent contest. her sc...olastic career, her grades,
a night.
programs in order to. cut back The candidates are never asked to her campus activities and her
The Lobo team had been al· domestic spending.
perform. ·
hobbies. If she is chosen as a '
lowed to attend the regional meets.
state
winner she will then receive
Instead of most contest pt·oU.S. and Canada Must
Thesl! were the qualifying events
a
10-day
trip to New York City
ccdures these candidates· are
llemove Bases
for the national meet,
~all expenses paid.
tested
on
their
intelligence,
their
PARIS -· Ft·ance has informed
The prizes for the next National
the U.S. and other NATO allies genet·al knowledge, their qualities College Queen include a vacation
of
leadership
and
their
personaliit will pull its forces out of the
Election Candidates
in Europe, an automobile, and
Atlantic Alliance 'vithin the next ties. During the finals, held in many other awards.
All students interested in
four months. At the same time, New York City, the college girls
running for positions in the
A UNM student could be the
informed sources said President participate in a series of forums. next winner. This pageant is denew student government under
DeGaulle gave the U,_S. and Can· The judges conduct open discus- signed to give recognition to stuthe Voice ·party are asked to
ada until the end of the year to sions-town meeting style~ and dents for their scholastic ability.
fill out applications for canremove their bases from French the contestants are asked their The judges are seeking a typical
didacy and_submit them to the
soil. The sources added that the opinions on a wide range of topics. American college girl.
Voice mail box in the Activities
The girls are asked to discuss
French timetable also recom· Center. The deadline is this
Contestants can call or come
mended the supreme allied head- education, current events, cam- into t'he LOBO with applications
next Friday.
quarters near Paris and the Cen- pus life, are, literature and and entries.
Cor.trol

Lock Meet Costs

National College Queen

Chapparal Is Entered·

MARCH 2 9, 30

Seniors and graduates with majors in GEOLOGY• PHYSICS
MATH, or ELECTRICAL ENGlNEERIHG for impor·tant positio;s
in petroleum exploration geophysics. Arrange for interview at the Placement Bureau.

SEE WHAT PAN AMERICAN CAN OPPER YOU
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.

I .'

those given by the Budget Advisory Committee, two were cut
down, three were raised from
zero, and five were cut to zero.
The recommended allocations
were approved for the following
budgets:
Publications
Board,
$58,800; Radio Board, $15,500;

Lobos' Gymnasts

MARCH 2 9, 30

,.

...••

tltud~·utl'l :r~ ~ed

OJIJIO,Iaallles Pan
wllll Anterican

EXPLORATION GEOPHYSICS

·'

By CHUCI{ NOL;\ND
LOBO Staff 'Vr1ter
Student Council made 17 recommendations for Associated
Students budget allocations in a
four-hour meeting in the Union
Monday night. Only the intramurals and Council budgets remain to be disposed of before
;~::,en's work on the budget is
Consideration of the intra-

investigating
the possibility
of
more
Council control
over intramurals. This would insure a program worth the recommended alloczltion of *10,000.

NO MONEY DOWN!

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

4 line ad., Glic:-4 times, $2.00. IruJertiono
mlll!t be submitted by noon on day before
J>ublieation to Rootn 159, Stud""t Publi"""

AN UNIDENTIFIED LOBO takes a swing at
an unidentifiable pitch during the fifth inning of
Saturday's second game of a double-header with

By BOB STOREY
merged to help overcome the r•robVoice of the Students party and ,. lems both parties will face durfri'l\:'
the Students for Better Govern- the upcoming spring eh~cli,ns.
ment merged last night during an The elections will be held \Ll :er
informal meeting in the Activities the new constitution which m,·n·ly
Center of the Union.
doubles the number .of ei(•••tive
"We have merged because both positions in student governnh .,,t.
parties have the same goals and
In the elections, twenty., hht
ba)lic philosophy," said Tom positions must be filled to d<Jct
Horn, .campaign chairman of the an entirely new government. "If
old VOICE party. "We want to each party tried to run a •·anrun qualified, sincere, and capable didate to fill every positiou we
candidates," he continued.
would run out of candidates,"
Positions Doubled
said Horn. "We want to try and
Party leaders said .they had find the best possible candidates
for the new government," agreed
Tom Isgar, representing the Students for Better Government.
Petitions Due Soon
Because of the large numbcx· of
candidates required a party
would
face a hard time trying· to
Union Program directorate, $10,440; Model United Nations, $1,290, find enough candidates both lead~•
ers said. Another problem that
and Mortar Board, $645.
would face the candidates would
Music Cut $4,500
be the short time available for
The following were cut from them to prepare their campaign,
the Committee's re~;Qmmended al- they continued. The petitions for
locations: Music department from candidacy, they pointed out, which
a recommended $22,000 to $17,500, must contain fifty signitures, are·
and Las Campanas from a rec- due two weeks before the April
ommended $175 to $117.
22 election.
Recommended zero allocations
"With the spring vacation and
were raised by Council for the fol- the petition deadline we would
lowing groups to $222 for City have too short a time to prepare
Residents Council, $195 for Moun- ·a campaign," said Isgar.
taineering Club, and $86 for Rifle
The two parties formulated a
and Pistol Club.
prelminiury plan of action during
Budget Advisory Committee's last night's meeting, They ~e- ,"
listed recommendations were cut lected an executive committee,
to zero for the following groups: composed of representatives of
Student Court, $636; Kiva Club, each group, which would choose a
$300; . Inter-Religioun Council, s)•~te o:t candidates a11;reeablo to
$270; Young Americans for Freeall. Members of the committee
dom, $191, and Latin American would be non-candidates chosen•
from their respective party.
Desk, $80.
.
All Uepresneted
Council plans to finish its budThis executive committee would
get work tonight. If it does, the
budget will go to Student Sen- choose a slate candidates which
ate for consideration beginning would represent all parts of campus activity. Greeks, city student
tomorrow.
and
the dormitory residents would
If Senate approves, the Assobe
l'Cpresented
by the slate. The
ciated Students will vote on the executive committee
would also
proposed budget in the spring try and select some new
people
elections April 22. If Senate does
(Continued
on
Page
3)
not approve, Council and Senate
will probably meet jointly to settle on a budget which will then
go to the Associated Students for
approval.
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Council Approves 17. Budg ets

STEREO-I'AK

AlQ)

\•

Wanted: 011e political party that
l!i for the studenU~ of UNM a11d
not a cliche.

Wednesday, March 30, 1966

~

ONE OF 'l'HI lARGEST IXPI.DitATION

..---.:....------...

COAT

·Senior and graduate MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL, CHEMICAL,
or CIVIL for key engineering positions responsible for
producing, drilling and plant operations. The Company
offers outstanding engineering and maQagement careers.
Arrange for interview at t~ Placement Bureau.

a gallant young nipper

EXICOLOBO

..

TUX!

-----tv
AUTO 5
STEREO

ENGIHEERS

.

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREED0!\1

LIKES
YOU
INA
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More Trouble With Lost H-Bomb
PALOMARES, Spain-· U.S.
NaVY Task Force 65 has encountered more difficulty in retrieving
a hydrogen bomb which lies 2,500
feet down in the Mediterranean
Sea.
U.S. authorities disclosed yesterday that an anchor which is
part of the recovery rig cut a lift
line attached to the bomb. Chances
of recovery now hinge on a controlled unmanned recovery vehicle
expected to be ready for use Tuesday,
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"The most important drive and
thrust and motion in this period
of history is the drive for racial
equality," Farmer said. "It is a
unique revolution in which the
revolutionists ask to be admitted
to a society and ~;~eek to acquire ·
the rights and privileges of other
citizens.''
"Negroes have stopped letting
themselves be pushed around;
that is the meaning of the 'Civil
Rights Revolution,'" .Farmer said.
He· attributed the change in Negro attitudes to three main
sources: Negro semcemen in
World War II, more extensive·.
education, and the emergence of
independent African nations.
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PAN AMERICAN PETROLEUM Co~(w
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Committee Rules
Election Is Volid

Student Court's decision ·ti:J
throw out an appeal of the constitutional referendum has been
upheld by Student Affairs Committee. Chief Justice· of Student
Court, William R. Vicary, told
the LOBO that the committee had
unanimously upheld the . Court's
decision to declare the election
valid.
The Elections Committee had
appealed the election results on
the .grounds that Student Court
had illegally become involved in
.~ounting the ballots.
Considered Testimony
An infotmed source told the
LOBO that Student Affairs Com·
mittee considered the testimony of
Court Justice Bill Fox and Mrs.
Friedel of Elections Committee
before arriving at a. decision, • , ,
"Since the issue had been nar·'
1·owed down to one of a discrepancy in countings we decided to
uphold the Sourt's decision;" the
source said. The informant added
that Stu9ent Affairs Committee
had counted the ballots and their
tabulation agreed with the count
in which the Court was involved.
First Count Was Wrong
After the election two weeks
ago, the first count of the ballots
showed that the constitution had
not mustered the required twothirds for ratification. A second
count, in which the justices of
Student
Court
participated,
showed that the constitution did
receive the necessary two-thirds.
(.'
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YOU LOSE
THE PROSPECTS for a better student government became dimmer last night with the merger of the Voice of
Students ·Barty and Students for a Better Government.
Lately, student government has had an unmistakably
tendency towards an oligarchy. With the demise of the
Student Party for Responsible Action and the Progressive
Students Party, opposition to the party in power has become more and more of a last ditch effort to avoid the embarrassment of having candidates run unopposed.
The merger of Voice with its only competition this year
is the climax of this tendency. It resulted because student
_ gove~ment i~ developing a definite cliche on campus.
~·
TilE MERGER was sparked, according to party leaders,
because of the drastic increase in the number o£ elective
offices required by the recently passed new constitution.
They claim that there is a shortage of qualified candidates.
Student government leaders for years have been complaining of the general lack of participation by the student
body in the Associated Students government. Everyone
seems to agree that it is the r~sponsibility of student government to encourage student participation. What better
way. to encourage participation than to draft students to
run for office?
THE MERGING of these two parties can only be looked
on with disfavor. Rather than go outside the student government cliche and run two opP,osing slates, it appears that
a few students who desperately want certain offices have
cho$~n to merge together so nobody loses and everybody
~wins ... except the student body.

DISCOUNTS OFFERED
f'l' HAS COME to our attention 'that stud~nts aren't fully

l

utilming the advantages of the student discount service.
We would like to point out that the program isn't a hoax
of any kind and that students can receive actual discounts
made available by certain merchants in town only to the
UNM student body.
A LlST ·oF· THE PARTICXPATING merchants can be
found at the Activities Center of the Union. Student Government went through a great deal of trouble to create this
program and we urge all sudents to support it. It's your
ma.ney.
-Jim Jansson

prerogative to. ·decide how she
would handl~ the matter.
5-It is instructive in the ways
of Communists to note that Kennedy praised Douglas Hyde for
his speech and for the way he took
questions from the floor the next
evening. Kennedy said that Hyde
handled questions "in the traditionally democratic and American fashion." Actually Hyde answered only one question from the
floor, that of James Kennedy, and
even that one was apparently
rigged when Kennedy announced
that Hyde had "already heard this
question."
6-Mary Wister seemed to think
that "less logical conservatives"
would "move left" as a result of
Mrs. Brown's speech and the ensuing flap. Actually a number of
very logical conservatives have ·
joined YAF since 1\fr. Kennedy
and his gang began the attack a
few days ago, and we confidently
expect to sign up many more in
the future weeks.
Cordially,
Tim Hunter
College Conservative Council
CHRISTIANITY
Dear Editor:
It has been said and often re·
peated that the United States is
a Christian nation. When, Oh
Lord God, are your Christian
American followers going to wake
up to the fact that this Christian
America is dealing out death and
destruction and misery to men,
women, and children in Viet N am
without just cause? A large part
of the slaughter includes our
own American boys.
How long, Oh Lord, wi11 tolerate the disregard by Christians
Americans of your command:
"Thou sh'alt not kill?" And how
long, Oh Lord, will you tolerate
in silence the fact that avowed
Christains heap insult and vituperation upon those who try to
follow your Beloved Son who
taught "Blessed are the peacemakers" by protesting this
slaugnter of ·their !~l!ow mnn?
When, Oh Lord, will these American Christians stand erect and
courageously demand: "Stop this
slaughter now?"
Where do the 45 million Roman
Catholic Christians stand while
the Pope cries for peace? Is Christianity dead for all practical
purposes?
William H. Burnett

school
productions
including
George in "Opr Town.'' Since the
newspaper doesn't want to •lose
anybody's business, this r11viewer
has his choice of adoring ,'l}rords.
What happens when something
worth while comes along .and he
can't top what he's already said
about last month's turkey? The
other type, for one reason or another, needn't bother with circulation problems and is the)·efo.re
free to say what he likes, j\\:henever he likes, about whomevtir he
likes, and for no reason if' be
likes. We often find little about
production in these pieces and
much about the critic. .
These individuals have a certain almost enviable knack of
managing to go against every·
thing that might be considered
common courtesy by use of the
following easy rules:
(1) Get seats well into the
house, so that when you arrive
late everyone will notice.
(2) Make•as many public derogations as you can manage just
prior to knowing anything about
the current production.
(3) Never approve' openly of a
performance or become involved
in a play-someone might see you
and get the wrong idea.
·
( 4) If at all possible, leave
after the first act. Note; ·There's
no use bothering with an exit unless you make a point of telling
everybody, one way (see Rule No.
1) or another.
·
( 5) Never allow anyone to get
the idea that there's something
about theatre you don't understand.
Now, then. Mr. Thompson
seems to be telling us that Mr.
Ormsby employs insanity in his
reviews. Had Mr. Thompson
taken the time to proofread his
own letter, he might have made
a substitution there in favor of
a safer term. While it is true
that, since Mr. Ormsby took his
dramatic leave ft·om the production of "The Three .Sisters" last
.springs his opinion• •passes the

. Col'l~\'Jr

---

A CONT}liBUTION
Dear Editor:
Last Saturday hundreds of University students made a very fine
contribution to the community by
cleaning up parks, the Civic Center and other public areas.
· The City Beautification Committee wishes to thank all of the
students who participated and to
the University Interfraternity
Council that sponsored the
project.
It is gratifying to the citizens.
of Albuquerque to have students
from the University help in our
program to make our city a more
attractive place in which to live,
work and study.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Parker C. Kalloch, Jr.,
Chairman,
City Beautification Commitee
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BALTIMORE (CPS) -Johns
Hopkins University must be
pretty confused at this point.
When students requested a
meeting with administrators to
"promote understanding of present administration policies, formulate possible alternatives to these
policies and comprehend the consequences of these alternatives,"
they met wi~h overwhelming response.
University President Milton s.
Eisenhower not only decided to attend, but brought along five deans,
the registrar, the athletic department chairman and the school's
head librarian.
Thirty-five students showed up.
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Students; Blackball
Their Own Meeting

Speakout '66 Is Set
for Thursday Night

'u · -

COVERED .WAGON
SEE INDIANS MAKE

with little more emphasis than
Spring Recess
a slight breeze, it is also true that
Spring
recess for UNM stuhis little words still have their
dents
begins
officially at 10 p.m.
own special entertainment value.
Tuesday,
April
5, and extends
In New York ,the review comes
out and, whether or not the actor through April 13. The major
chooses to read it, that's all there event scheduled after the reopenis to it. Here it's quite another ing of school will be the tradithing. The review is published tional Honors Assembly schedand someone notices its lack of uled April 28.
depth and foundation and that
someone quite . naturally feellil
Delta Sigma ·Pi
equally qualified to show his igDelta Sigma Pi, professional
norance of simple propriety by
attacking not only the reviewers business fraternity will meet toopinion but the reviewer as well. night at 8 p.m. in Room 231-D
Somehow, the production itself of the Union,
seems a small thing at this point
and, indeed, it is only the innocent front for ordinary comments
said in an ordinary way.
In the case of the recent production of "The Physicists" both
reviewers singled out two performers as superior.· Possibly a
"Speakout '66," a discussion of
better term would have been pertinent student problems, is
"different," since neither per- scheduled at 7:30p.m., Thursday,
former seems to have bad the March 311 in the Council Room of
least interest in the play. A con- the New Mexico Union.
vincing characterization, though
Sponsored by the Newman Cen•
certainly important, is not enough ter, the session is the second in
to justify confusing the audience the current series and is open
to the point of apathy.
to all interested persons.
Norman Thorson, director of
By the same ironic· turn, two
· other performers whose over-all Luther House, center for Lueffect was much more powerful theron students on campus, will
because they played the script· speak on "Honesty in Human Rewith the other actora were not lationships.'' Discussion among
mentioned with .any distinction in . the audience will follow.

AN AUTHORITY SPEAKS
To the editor:
I would probably be reluctant
to say how many times I have
left somewhere with a copy of
the LOBO, swearing to get even,
only to decide later that (insert
your favorite rationalization), but
I feel now that I have to agree
with llewellyn Thompson (March·
23 LOBO) that the time has
come. However, where Mr.
Thompson hopes to be representing what he calls "the literate stu~
dents" on campus, I don't know
that I'll be able to claim so im.
pressive a following.
Having myself been connected
with the University Theatre in
and out of production for what
probably seems a paltry two
years, I feel it my somewhat
dubious duty to submit this letter-not as a defense, certainly,
but possibly to clear up a few
points which have never been
raised~ In drama, or more accurately, among people who love
dramatic art enough to stick with
it, art is a thing awaited continually, noticed far too seldom, ad-[
mired above everything else. It·
is the thing we hope to find rec·
ognized if and. when it happens,, .
just as we hope to be capable of; .
recognizing it ourselves.
·'
A critic is a theatrical institution-an individual who has seen
enough and read enough in this
field to possibly point out for the
average playgoer the merits or
liabilities of a production, .using
as a basis for each verdict a
sourtd and logical idea pertaining
to the particular instance. In
communities of limited theatrical
activity such as Albuquerque, two
main types of critic are most generally found, There is the newspaper incidental who reviews because it keeps him out of everybody's way, and whose creden·
tials are a couple of parts. in high

By TIME Magazine
1Mte breath of the draft burns
ever hotter on the neck of the U.S.
college man - stirring an ever
more passionate debate on the
rights and wrongs of 2-S, Selective Service's classification for
draft deferment for students. The
specific issue is whether grades
should determine exemption, and
consequently whether colleges
should reveal low grades to draft
boards. The loftier issue is
whether simply being in college
entitles a boy to avoid conscription.
Many teachers feel that giving
grades has turned into an awesome power over a student's futu.re. UCLA Philosophy Professor
C. Wade Savage says that deciding between a D and F makes him
feel that he has "that student's
life in my hands-and that's not
the fe1lling a professor · wants
when he's giving a grade." At
California State College in Los
Angeles, Philosophy Instructor

either review. Perhaps all this is
invalid after all, and will have
even less effect than I hope it will,
but the show, of course, mu.st go
on.
Thank you,
Milburn Mehlhop

a-f Cc,nt:<nl tmd Ut11vurslty

Listen

Draft Testing Stirs HOt Debate

Lettel'll ·are welcome, and aho11ld be no
longer than 2GP word!~, t;vpewrittell, double
spaced. Name, . teJephoM number and 11d•
dress must be included, although 11ame will
be Witbhrld UlJOn requeot.

LETTERS TO THE LOBO

MERGER ANNOUNCED .
MRS. BROWN AGAIN
Editor Lobo:
(Editor'~> note: This is ppsiRealizing the challenge of the
tively thelast letter on this
Btudent government under the
subject we can accept.)
new constitution, and in an -at- 'l'o the LOBO:
tempt to arrive at the best form
In reply to the numerous disof government, the VOICE of the tortious and irrelevancies made
Students Party and the Students by certain leftists about Mrs.
for Better Government .announce Brown's recent speech I would
their merger.
like to make a few comments.
The reasons for this merger are
So far the LOBO has printed
several. First, although political four anti-YAF letters and so I
parties have bickered among shall have space to answer only
themselves since their origin, the the more blatantly misinformed.
1 ,..- Communist functionary
basic philosophies of the VOICE
party and Students for Better James Kennedy said that Mrs.
d'"overnment are the same. Both · Brown was "vulgar." If there
groups approach the coming elec- was any real vulgarity that aftertion with the knowledge that the noon Kennedy provided it when
new system of government pre- he repeatedly called Mrs. Brown
sents a new, yet necessary, cbal- an. ''Uncle Tom," as55rted she had
lenge. The success or failure of accepted "thirty pieces of silver"
this government will rest on the and shouted himself hoarse when
people selected to fill the niches he mentioned that she had had
of responsibility. Both groups are only "a tenth grade education."
aware that the government will Nothing Mrs. Brown said, even
stagnate in the quagmire of in- when she accused Communists of
efficiency unless qualified persons not being complete humans, manare chosen to lead. Both groups aged to reach this low level.
realize the importance of recruit2-Elsewhere in his letter the
ing candidates that are sincerely · local Red spokesman incorrectly
interested in Student Government identified Irvin Jordan as a
and the challenge that confronts "Birch leader," who might have
it.
censored written questions. J orA second reason for the merger dan passed along several quesis that the goals of both organi- tions, as a member of the audizations are the same. Both VOICE ence, and undoubtedly read a few,
rt~~nd the Students for Bette;r Govas did some leftists in the c;rowd.
ernment seek the best possible
3-Kennedy's two buddies, the
governmental system. The groups Kutschmers, attempted to pin the
realize that the problems are label of "being duped" by "ncomany and the exact course un- fascists" on those members of
known. These are problems which YAF who had the audacity to
both groups wish to meet head on. provide a forum for Mrs. Brown.
Also, both parties are seeking This is certainly a poor arbupeople with experience, not only ment for the Kutschmers to make
in the governmental arena, but in in view of the fact that they claiin
all areas. Without a diversification to be for "democracy." Democracy
of interests, a government be- for whom.?
comes narrow sighted.
4-Red organizer Kennedy says
Thus, it is as a result of similar that YAF should have allowed
philosophies and goals that him to make his speeches in front
VOICE and the Students for Bet- of Mrs. Brown. We had fully exter Government have chosen to pected this to happen, however,
join forces for the betterment of Mrs. Brown notified us a few minstudent government.
utes before the program began
Tom Horn
that she wanted to answer only
VOICE
written quesLions, not long winded
"' . Tom lsgar
speeches. I think that in this reStudents for Better Gov't.
gard it was entirely within her

•
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Student ships for
lively, informative
crossings.
The ID eard will aave you GO% on air
travel In Eurape and Jorael. Same huge
aavlnp on hoteJa, cdmlnlolll, mealo,
traln1, A muot for travelert.
Student ohlpa offer language cluaeo,
art Jeetureo, International dlseuulon
foruma and· all the fun or a Jow""""t
atudent cruulng to Europe.

Beverly Woodward quit because,
she says, her position was
"morally intolerable ~ I know of
no way of measuring the value
of a.,pven human life."
.
''I don't believe that the university can survive any further intrusion by the military," argues.
Brandeis ·Sociology Chairman
J11hn :R. Seeley. "We. have dirtied
our hands enough · with lucre. I
don't want to 11ee thent dirtied
by. blood.'' He is leadi_ng a fight,
110 · far unsuccessful, to get the
Bra~eis administration to refuse
to divulge student grade11 to draft
board I!!.
, Seymour 1\ielman, industrial engineering professor at Columbia,
has proposed that teachers give
A's to all their students to avoid
such choices. His Columbia engi•
neering colleague, Henry Linford,
chemical engineering professor,
retorted that "You can't botch up
our educational system just to
circumvent a Government order,"
and Dean David Truman calls
overgrading a "violation of intellectual trust.''" Some students concede that they will choose easy
courses to keep their grades high.
An advertisement in the University of Michigan Daily urged coeds to muff their exams so the
men could rank higher.
Most colleges plan to copperate fully with draft boards, although some (including Princeton,
Harvard, Stanford and Michigan)
will withhold grades if a student
requests it. After that, says Harvard Dean John Monro, "What he
does is between .him and his draft
board."
Good For Dropouts?
For many students, deferment
by grades will become irrelevant
thinking PIANO?
SEE theYAJMHA PIANO

Can you allord not to write for d1tolla?

Write: Dept. CO, U.S. National Student Aaaoelatlon, 265 Madiaon Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10016

.;

Exhibition of Wood Engravings
bu
I

Winslow Homer

March 16

April9

la PLANTE GALLERY
3009 Central N.E.

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
298-1828

89 Winrock Center
Fiction and Nonlictl011
Children'• lloob
Paperbacks

Bargains

Schroeder-Wilson Pharmacy
C.

3100 C...trwl A-. 1!. at llldl•oR•
WOODJ.OW WILSON (Owner)

MENS & LADIES TOILETRIES
w.tc MY~ 1 •·•· .. f.p.....
Slllld. 9 •·•• .. 1 ,.-. & 4 p.M... I , ...
Open ....t Helldttyli

in May and June, when, if they
wish, they can take the Selective
Service system's 1966 College
Qualification Test, which~ iJ> intended to be a uniform standard.
It is not overly difficult ('~If 2
erasers cost 6 cents, how many
erasers can be bought for 36
cents?"), but some students still
argue that draft boards have no
right to take any evidence of
academic ranking into account as
a basis for conscription.
Most students know that draft
exemption for college men tends
to put the burden of ·military
service on their non-college peers.
Cornell'l!!
Profess11r
Douglas
Dowd sees no reason "why. the
fighting should be · confined to
underprivilegecl pel'sons unable
to get into college/' Students who
agree mllStly "take their prin·
ciples out for a short walk;" as
one Notre Dame student puts it,
and welconte their immunity. A
Hal'vard senior contends that "the
army is good for dropouts, the
unskilled, and thllSe who might
otherwise fall into the poor of
the future." Michigan Senior
Richard Bereza contends that people "who aren't quite as capable
are better able to endure the
boredom of military life."
Saving Intellectuals?
Harvard _Sociologist .David
Riesman, however' finds "something morally questionable" in the
deferment of students. "If we
were an African country with six
educated people and needed all of
them as ambassadors, the situation would be different!' Berkeley's Aaron Wildavsky, a political
science associate professor, proposes a random lottery-like selection among all draft-age men.
Berkeley Sophomore Andrew C.
McGall says, "I don't think it is
fair to keep me in school and
draft another kid who is not in
school. I don't see why he should
die before me. I don't go for the
idea of saving intellectuals.''
As long as the draft demands
only a small part of the nation's
manpower, it has to be highly selective. hence "unfair" and
eollege students ean argue that
they deserve deferment just as

Blue Key M~eting .

There will be a Blue Key meeting Thursday, March 31, at 7 p.m.
in Room 250-C of the Union. All
members are requested to attend
this short business metting.

Parties Merge •••
----~1¥

AUTO
STEREO

AS LOW AS

59 •
a

Enjoy true Stereo music right in your car with
Muntz Stereo-Pokl Over 3,000 prerecorded tape
album~ to choose from. One hour installation.
Phone 265-4521 for appointmeht.

NO MONI:Y DOWN!

STEREO CITY

fathers and nten between 26 and
36 who are now exempt. Since
only 11 per cent of the total
draft-age population iB in service
-and pnly 3.'7 per cent of all
draftees are college graduatesthe draft pressure on the campus
i11 still mostly academic.

(Continued from page 1)
who wish to participate in student
government.
"We are trying to encourage
new students to become active in
student government," said Horn.
All present agreed that this election provides an excellent opportunity for new people in government.
Choice Delayed
Isgar tole;! the group that they
need to wait until after the deadIlne for candidacy applications to
choose the candidates. ''We hope
that after the deadline we will
have more and better people to
choose from," Isgar said.
The group plans to run under
the old Voiee party label and will
choose their candidates this next
Sunday, They emphasized their
position, that they will consider
any candidate who files a application and encouraged any one interested in running to file.
"We hope that with this new
form more and better people can
get elected to student government," concluded Horn.

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
2100 Centr.al E., Albuquerque, New Moxico
Phone 242·0096

Your Texaco Star Dealer

Earrings for Pierced Ears
Genuine Turquoise- Coral- Silver
Variety of Stud and Dangle
Indian Silver Crafts Inc.
1701 Central NW

WOULD $10,000.00 ANNUALLY
BE A GOOD START?
ASK MR. CAMPBELL AT THE UNM
PLACEMENT ·BUREAU ABOUT
COMBINED'S OPPORTUNITY
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UNM STUDEN·T NIGHT

Every Thursday-7:30 to 10:30 p.m.
Regular Admission 90c -with 1.0. Card 65c
Skate Rental 35c

Dial 255-8504

5112 Copper SE
JO WIAR • TO GIVI• JO Gil'

Your

BIRTHSTONE RIN&

.'

Our Wide
Selection of
Birthstone Rings
Starts at $4.47

sparkles loreverl

Albuquerque Poet
To Lecture Here
Internationally known poet,
Margaret Randall, who grew up
in Albuquerque, will present a
reading at UNM March 31 at
8:15 p.m. in Mitchell Hall Room
202.
Miss Randall lives in Mexico
City with her husband, Mexican
poet Sergie Mondragon, and their
their three children. Her publications .include several books and
numerous poems in literary magazines in the U.S. and other countries.
MiSS;- Randall's appearance at
UNM is sponsored by the English department.

to KNMD
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By Paul Couey
LOBO Sports Editor
One basketball arena, 11 playing fields, a baseball field with
2,000 sea.ts, two football fields
·
with 1,000 seats . . .
'rhese are just a few of the
new facilities that a.re now under
construction on the south part of
the UNM campus. The majol'ity
of the facilities will be ready by
the fall semester.
"
The la1·gest project is the new
15,000 seat basketball arena
which is now, as of Ma1•ch 1, 14
per c.;nt complete, according to
M. F. Fifield, UNM's physical
plant director.
"It's. on schedule." Fifield said,
and there will be no seat at which
now." The tresses hold up the
huge roof that comes down tQ
g1·ound level on the arena. All
seats will be below ground level
an dthere will be no seat at which
there is not an unobstructed view
of the playing floor.
But the arena is not the only
project of interest that is making
the area one of great activity and
change. Eleven playing fields have
been laid out and have been serviced so that sprinkling systems
are in now.
Two of the playing fields fielda
will be available for UNM varsity
football teams only. They are located directly south of the regular University Stadium field.
Other fielsd include areas for
soccer, track and field events
pra.ctice baseba.ll field, intramurai
,elds and the regular baseball
field. The 11 fields embrace 30
acres of fenced turf according to
reports in the November issue
of Professional Engineer which
dedicated a. whole magazine to the
construction on the UNl'rf campus.
The article on the new south
campus athletic facilities notes
the major changes which will
happen when New Mexico moves
its facilities from Johnson Gym
to the south campus:
1-By separating Athletics and
Physical Education, both departments will be given sole possession to space they sorely need and
deserve for their separate programs. •
2--The removal of game traffic
from the already saturated and
overloaded main campus will be
a lifesaver.
3-Adequate parking for the
concentration of larger crowds
coming to intercollegiate events

SPORTS PAGE

PATRONIZE lOBO ADVERTISERS

EDITOR PAUL COUEY

EXICOLOBO

It's been reported that several
student government leaders are
wearing metal taps on their !!hoes.
Their slogan .. , "We'd .rather click
than fight!"

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTHYEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

can be provided where land prices
make it possible to secure acreage needed.
Fifield said that the reason
the grass has not yet been planted
is because they have been waiting
for "Jlydro~Mulcher" which the
new golf course personnel had
been using·. The nmlcher plants

AAUP Meeting
An open meeting of the UNM
chaptel' of the American Association of University Pl·ofessors,
Tuesday, April 5, at 4 p.m., will
feature the candidates for the
coming New Mexico- gubernatorial
election. The subject fOl' discussion will be Higher Education in
New Mexico. The meeting will be
held in the Union l'heatre, Al1
members of the UNM faculty and
staff are invited to attend.

PSK Candidate

grass at a high rate of speed.
One of the newest and most
unique innovations the fields will
have is the automatic sprinkling
system of which Fifield says,
''The golf course with all of its
new innovations doesn't even have
thEr things this system has."
By "things" Fifield was referring to the automntic shutoff and
turn on features the system had.
"If," he said, "the wind is too
strong or it has. just rained, the
system has been programmed to ·
shut down automatically. ·we can
also set it for the length of tilne
we want to water the gras~."
So, not only will varsity basketball teams be playing in a new
arena next season, but the va1·sity
teams in baseball, track, and football will have new facilities.

louis Vrattos
Jewelers

SOUTHWEST

WATCHES-- GIFTS
DIAMONDS

Thursday, March 31, 1966
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DISCOUNTS TO UNM
STUDENTS & FACULTY

Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity
has announced that David Prillips
·will be its representative in running for "King of Hea1·ts."

ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER ANO
LIGHTER REPAIR
'
200 THIRD NW
247-8219
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Expert on Swiss and
American Watches
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HORN OIL CO.
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Creative writing awards will be given by the English Department for manuscripts on poetry, plays, essays and short &tories,
Four awards will be given.
·
1. Kappa K!lppa Gamma Alumnae Memorial P:d,;i:e. A prize of
$25 will be given for a single poem or a group of poems.
2. Kappa A1pha Theta Awards. Two prizes, one of $15 and the
other of $10, will be given for individual poems or groups of
poems.
One-Act Play
3. Phi Sigma Kappa Playwriting A ward. For the best one-act
play thc1·e will be a prize of $35.
4. Lenna M. Todd :Memorial P1·izes. Three prizes will be given
for short -stories or narrative sketches. First prize is $50; second,
$.25; ana third, $15, .
Chairman for the contests, Professor Gerald Graff said that
an essay describing New Mexico would be good for the narrative
sketch catagory.
Graff's co-chairman Diane Casey, editor of the Thunderbird,
will publish the winning entries in the Spring issue of the Thunderbh·d.
Only Undergraduates
Only undergraduates are eligible to enter. All entries must be
typed and double-spaced and delivered to the Department of
English office, room 102, Bandelier Hall, on or before Monday,
April18.
Winners will p1·obably be announced at the Honors Assembly,
April 28. Complete contest rules may be picked up in Graff's
office, Bandelier 212, Extension 4029.
"Student response has been greater every year~" Graff said.
He encourages all interested students to enter.

SAVE ON
GAS

By CHUCK NOLAND
than his predecessors, because
LOBO Staff Writer
they couldn't understand the posMan must realize the meaning sible consequences of their acof and act to change the condi- tions when they acted."
tions toward which our urban,
Society Shuns Equilibrium
technological society is moving,
Dr Sears drew several analogies
Dr. Paul Scars, professor emeri- from science to support his argutus at Yale University, told a tnents. One was used to point out
group of about 40 people in the that in nature almost every sysGeology lecture hall last night.
tem seeks an equilibrium, while
• "No society's population has - our urban societlr docs not.·
ever increased without that so"I know of nothing in nature
ciety's having to con1e to terms that compares to a great urban
with its environment and its lim- center to today, where materials
itations," Dr. Sears said in the are taken, processed, and then
last of thre lectures sponsored dispersed rather than centralized,"
jointly by the anthropology and he said. "This differs from a natural system which centralizes the
biology departments.
products of the materials it
1\lan Needs Perspective
He said that man can gain per- uses," he also said.
Men Tolerate Inconvenience
spective from which to see his
He illustrated this point by
environment by stpdying history
and he can gain valuable insight showing the problem faced by Deby drawing analogies from sci- troit when waste materials from
factories upriver from the port
ence.
"We're partners in a system clogged the ship cahnnel, causwhich was in operation long be- ing the city to spend the equivafore we came her," Dr. Sears lent of a $300 tax on every ship
said to emphasize the need for coming inti p01•t to keep the
historical perspective. In support channel open to shipping. He said
of the study of science, he said, that we have become dedicated to
""Modern man with science at his our technology that we tolerate
disposal has the means to under- . situations like that rather than
stand his actions and their mean- try to change them,
"As a simple example, consider
ing. He is then in a worse spot

HIGHEST OCTANE AVAILABLE

Hold your cool with Hamm'a

No Sweat

T-shirts & sweat shirts

CL!l-SSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

Election Procedures
Formulated by Court:

FOR SALE
1960 VOLKSWAGEN sedan, :radio & Heater, extra shnrp throughout. mechanicalJysound.. Priced under average retail Call
Scotten;. office 242·8051 or home AL 68974, 3/28, 30, 4/4, 5.

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair. Special
rates to UNM students on all machines
Free pickup & delivery, E & E Typ.;

Get
closer
with a

writer Service. 221:7 Coal SE, phone

243-0588.
PERSONALIZED and creative alterations
and restyling. Sewing nrtd mending~ Mrs

Hov~r. 207 Stanford SE (close to Uni:

versity), phone 242-7533.

HONDA
/

$3 50
•
ea •
or 2 for
$6.00

Get your order in for one or more of these
all-cotton pullovers. Sweat shirts available in
either long or short sleeves. ,3 designs to choose
from.
Delivery within 10 days.

Order from: LITTLe SISTERS OF MINERVA

Chri.ay Mea~es, 4608 Hannelf NE, Albuquerque:
lhdreate desogn & srte (M,l,XL) Include payment with order.
,c/o

l.
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No. 88

$34,569 Budgef QkClY~~, ,.
For Council Expenditures
Student Council last night approved the 1966-67 ASUNM budget. The $2()1,809 budget recommended by Council \viU be considered by Student Senate today.
Largest allocations in the budget are $58,000 to Publications
Board, $34,569 to Student Council, and $21,000 to Cultural Committee.
Intramurals Included
After some debate Council recommended an allocation of
$14,741.74 to Intramurals. "They
are going to get the money
whether we give it to them or
not," Treasurer Dan Denni:mn
said. "I don't think we're going
to have anything tp say even with
the Intramural Board," he said
regarding the operations of the
intramurals program.
Councilman Jim .McAdams replied, "If we contribute to stu.dent-faculty recreation we'll have
some say about gripes that arise.

Intramural Board will be able
to handle these things."
Poll on Yell Leaders
Council recommended a zero
allocation to the Yell Leaders
and has proposed to Senate that
a student opinion be taken to
determine .student attitudes toward the cheer leading group.
In other business Council transferred $230 from the defunct People to People program to the F()reign Student Committee.
Summer Projeet
Council allocated $295.79 from
the Student Council Fund to the
NSA Tutorial Project .. The funds
will be used to pay the secretary
of a summer tutorial project
planned by NSA.
John Thorson, director of the
project said the project would
reach 6 Oto 70 school children. In
addition to academic tutoring the
youngsters will be taken on tours
of Albuquerque museums, the zoo,
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and other sites of interest, Thor.; 1:
son said.
'·
Phyllis Mosley has been ap" ,
pointed to the Free University"·
Committee.

Germon Colleges
Give Scholarship

A scholarship to enable the
American engineering student to
study in West Eerlin is being
offered ·by three German colleges
in the memory of John F. Kennedy.
This scholarship for the academic year 1966-67 is being given
through. the United States National Student Association.
Dilferent Areas of Study
The candidate may study civil
engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, or industrial engineering while in West
Berlin.
The scholarship provides for
"
.
round
trip transportation from
areas, and that many persons lose
New
York,
remission of tuition
their sense of identity when they
and
fees,
insurance,
a monthly
cannot be absorbed by the system.
stipend
for
living
expenses,
and
"People have to learn to see
money
for
incidental
expenses.
what's happening right where
To be eligible for this scholarthey live and take action enlist- ship,
the candidate must have
ing a '\vide range of talent at the completed
his third or fourth year
local level," Dr. Sears said. "It in an American
curcan't be delegated to a central riculum, he mustengineering
be 26 yeins of
a.uthority," he also said, "because age or under, a'nd be must have
a central authority can't sec lQea\
practical work experience in bi&
problems.''
field.

Sears Calls for New Altitudes

4 lme ad., .65~-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
mus~ be. subm1tted by noon on day before
pubbcabon to Room 159, Student Publications .Building, Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.

PERSONALS
FLYING .students check our new lower
rates. Ask about the $5.00 introductory
offer, Many additional features at no
extra c~st. Call Southwestern Skyways.
FinST ANNIVERSARY SALE
GRESHAM'S HOUSE OF HALLMARK
3501 Lomas NE. HALLMARK Chrilltm..:
Greeting Cards, Religious & Dol< Cards,
G1£t Wrap & numerous other itelll8', 'Friday April lst & Sat. April 2nd only,
3/30, 3!, 4/1.
LOST&FOUND
LOS'l'-a brown Wallet. on March 16 or
17. It has very important papers and
J.D.'s for Dill Wiley. $5 reward. Return to
office at Onate Hall. 3/2o, 28, 30, 31.
MINIWI:ved muskrat siAlic lost at Engf.
neer's. Ball. May have been picked Up by
mistake as similar stole WAA lett behind.
Please call Sylvia Taylor, 243·4954 nt'rer
1 :oo p.m. 3/30, a1, 4/1, 4.
JlELP WANTED
NEWS tJhOtoJl'l'apher . wanted tor · New
Mexl~o LOBO. Monthly ..Ta;,y p)Ull $2;00
per photo used. Must be able to develOp
own work.
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Change Continues
On South Campus

.......
EW

Closer to class. Closer to the fraternity house.
And a lot closer to the opposite sex. Honda
of!ers you all thes~ advantages plus economy:
pr.ce, upkeep and msurance are all irresistably
low. Why not join the crowd?
.
Free Brochure: Write American Honda Motor co., Inc.
Department C·4, Box 50, Gardena, California® 1966 AHM
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By BOB STOREY
Thorson appeared before· them to
Student Court formulated plans hear their objections. "These
for supervising the spring elec- rules are intirely too strict for an
tions, last night. The body de- election." said Chief Justice Bill
cided tQ follow closely the rccom- Vicary.
mendations of Senator John Thor·
"Under these provisions the stuson in his Sell11te bill 37.
dents election would be a tea
Thorson's bill would set up the party not an election," he con!'Uies to be followed in the up- tinned.
coming elections, however his bill
Thorson agreed to ammend his
would have Senate dictate the bill to a resolution which would
procedures rather than the Stu- recommend procedures. to be foldent Court.
lowed ,by the election committee.
Associate Justice Pete Rinn, lie . al~o. ·Joq~ · under advisement
voiced the opinion that Thorson's the l'ecommehq~~ions of the ~ourt
bill was unconstitutional. He .on certain sectio:Jis of the bdl.
pointod out that the now constitu-.
Justice-,Bill Fdx -disagreed with
tion, which just recently approved,·. the provision of\t)ie bill which
specifically states that the presentj'~ \~ould limit the e~p_epse o! I\ can·
court shall supervise the election .. ?tdate for ~res\i;tent, VIce-pres·
under the authority of an a~r; :,,t~en~, or N atiO~_at ~~udent As_;;opointed election committee.
\~·;.~mttou Repr~~'iltattve ~o. fi~ty
All judges concurred with '·i~q.ll:}'ZS· .J.·PT• ~1! •would hm~t the
Rinn's statements and moved to c)CP.~~e .01! }he' othet;, candl~ates
adopt a form of procedures. llinn to thn-ey•li.ve dollars. There 1s 110
had specific . complaints about way we ca~ c.ontrol, the amount
Thorson's bill. "No former gov- they spend. Fo?' satd.
ernment can bind a future govUules Umnforcablc
ermnent with its laws." said Rinn.
Others of the me!"bers of the
Thorson Appears
court expressed . d1ssent. 'rh.ey
The court decided that Bill No. agreed that the rule was umn37 did have some merits. Senator
(Continued on page 2)

the way we wait for traffic lights
before we cross the street and the
way many cities have eliminated
sidewalks altogether," he said.
Dr. Sears said that our urban
centers have reached a state of
"cultural indigestion" because of
overcrowding of already saturated

lOBO ReceivesContest Entries

------Draft Tests

¥ust Know German.
-The candidate must also have
a working knowledge of German .
since all classes will be conducted
The LOBO is daily receiving apMale students of UNM·can pick in that language and be must
plications for the National Col- up applications for the Selective agree to remain in West Gerlege Queen contest.
Service College Qualification Test many during the period of the
Karen Schoen, representing in the UNM Testeing Center. AU grant.
Candidates names will be subDelta Delta Delta sorority, has selective service registrants now
mitted
to the U.S. National Stubeen entered in the contest. She attending UNM are eligible to
dent
Association.
The National
take
the
test.
The
test
is
volunis a freshman majoring in Art
Union
of
Engineering
Students in
Education. She is a Panhellenic tary.
The purpose of the test is to West Germany will make the final
Delegate and is affiliated with provide local draft boards with selection.
Luther House.
evidence for deferment as a stuLynna Joseph Enters
dent. Tests will be held on May
Lynna Joseph has been entered 14, in the Anthropology Building,
as a queen contestant by Alpha Room 101, beginning at 8:30 a.m.,
Chi Omega sorority. She was first on May 21, in the Anthropology
runner-up in the Miss Albuquer- Building, Room 101, beginning at
que contest. She is majoring in 8:30 a.m., and on June 3, in the
Vivian de Sola Pinto, visiting
speech and government, with Administration Building, Room professor at the University ~f~
plans for law school after grad- 209, beginning at 8:30 a.m. All California at Davis, will give a
uation, Miss Joseph is a sopho- tests will last until approximately public lecture here April 4.
more and is attending UNM on 1 p.m.
Retired professor emeritus
--------from the University of Nottinga debate scholarship. She is affiliated with Spurs, the sophomore
ham, England, Pinto will discuss
women's honorary.
Student Veterans
"D. H. Lawrence and William
The 1966 National College
Blake.'' He will speak at 8 p.m.
The student Veterans Associa~
Que en Pageant will be held in
· 'Il mee t m
· Room 231-E o· f t'n th.e Union Theat.er under spon-f
Tune, and this year pageant offi~ tion Wl
"cials
s
will again award 50 free the Union, un'day, A pr1'1 3· a t sorship of the Department o
English.
7
----~(~C_o_nt_i_nu_e_d_o_n_p~a~g~e-8~)----·-~m~-~--------------------~~~-------------------

Davis Professor
To Lecture Here

U. S. Troops Hold Positions
By United Press International
SAIGON-A fresh report from
the Chu Pong battlefield said
American cavalrymen were hold·
ing on to a tiny landing area at
the base of a mountain early
Thursday (Viet Nam time.)
.
The Americans, from the first
battalion of the 12th regiment of
the First Cavalry Division, reported it was under sporadic
sniper fire during the night and
had been pinned by machinegun
fire until midnight.
The Americans are surrounded
by Notth Vietnamese regulars
who outnumber them 10 to 1. Air
Fotce fighter-bombers and aerial
artillery · from rocket helicopters
kept up an almost steady stream
of suppressive fire around the
company to shield it from the
Communists.
An artillery company hustled
into attack positions early Thursday and b1·ought 105mm guns fir-

ing high explosive shells against
the North Vietnamese.
-a-

Draft Dodgers Arrested By FBI
NEW YORK CI'l'Y-The FBI
has staged the· biggest roundup
of alieged draft dodgers in its history.
Thirty-three persons were pic~
ed up yesterday-sons and their
fathers -· on charges that the
youths dodged the draft by obtaining false Air Force ReserVe credentials. Five more arrests are
expected. Some of the men allegedly paid as much as $5,000
for the phony papers.
The New York District Attorney's office said the ringleader
obtained Air Force Reserve credentials while serving at Mitchell
Field. The papers were us~d. to
notify draft boards of indiVIduals who joined the reserves, re•
suiting in the deferment of the
men involved.

Appeal For Unity at Moscow
Congress
MOSCOW - Ho Chi Minh's
right-hand man appealed to the
Soviet Union and other Commu.
nist nations here yesterday to"'··"
give North Viet Nam help in ,its
war against the United States.
Five thousand delegates at the
world Communism meeting gave
the North Vietnamese spokesman
a standing ovation. Le Duan, who
is First Secretary of .the North
Vietnamese Communist Party,
urged Communist cohesion, . despite China's frequent rejections of
similar Soviet calls for unity.
~()--->

Johnson Explains Tax Situation
CAPITOL HILL - President
Johnson apparently felt it necessal'Y. to clarify what he said Tuesday about taxes.
The President told newsmen
yesterday he absolutely has made
(Continued on page 2)
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